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More from National Post Staff

Writer Adora Bull has reportedly been taken into police custody and is under supervision after receiving death threats following the

publication of a blog post titled “Top 5 reasons I’m glad Paul Walker is dead”

The post, published on Modernwomandigest.com on Tuesday, was followed by an onslaught of abusive and threatening messages

toward Bull, some of which can be seen in the comment section following the blog post itself. “Perhaps you can do the world a favor

by dying a slow, horrific, merciless death,” one commenter wrote, with hundreds of others calling the piece of writing disrespectful

toward not only Walker, but his family and young daughter.

The hatred surrounding Ms. Bull’s latest piece of work is extreme indeed

“In light of recent events here at Modern Women Digest Headquarters, a member of our staff has been taken into police protection

and moved to a secure location pending the official investigation multiple death threats aimed at the author,” write Jane M. Agni

wrote in a post on MWD on Thursday afternoon, noting that she and her colleagues have not been made aware of Bull’s whereabouts

but were assured she is in a “safe” location.

“Police currently have her under suicide watch, as Ms. Bull has been witnessed threatening her own life after the recent influx of hate
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Mark Renders/Getty ImagesA writer who penned a blog post detailing reasons she's glad Paul Walker has died has been taken into police custody, reports claim.
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mail surrounding her and her journalism career,” Agni wrote. “The hatred surrounding Ms. Bull’s latest piece of work is extreme

indeed.”

In the article, Bull says she’s glad that Walker, the star of the Fast & Furious franchise, has died because: there won’t be any more

Fast & Furious sequels (which isn’t quite true), “there hasn’t been a good celebrity death in a while,” “his death has been a good

distraction from the soldiers who died this week,” “Vin Diesel will finally be forced to expand his career,” and “this proves that rich

douchebags die young too.”

“The public and media have been yearning for a good celebrity death,” Bull wrote.

“Thankfully, Walker was happy to fill the void in our hearts and sacrificed himself for

the greater good. … At least now your family can say your life served a purpose.”

Paul Walker died on Saturday afternoon after the Porsche Carerra GT in which he was

travelling as a passenger crashed into a tree, bursting into flames and killing him

instantly. Police have said speed was a factor in the crash, but ruled out the possibility

that Walker and Roger Rodas, the actor’s friend who was driving the car at the time of

the accident, were street racing.
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The Santa Clarita Valley Signal, Dan Watson, FileThe wreckage of
the Porsche GT crash that killed actor Paul Walker.
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